Management Solution

Today’s libraries need more than circulation statistics to deliver top-notch service. Decision Center takes you beyond the numbers by providing valuable action steps that make library service and operations simply better.

Decision Center is a comprehensive collection management solution that provides timely and focused action recommendations for budgeting, selection, weeding, floating, shelving allocation, and more. Decision Center helps libraries match supply and demand to deliver optimized service, by accessing current and complete data – including circulation, holds, transits, patrons, acquisitions, and more. Decision Center provides courses of action that help your library create customer-driven collections while streamlining collection management workflows.

Other products have a narrow view and only show a “snapshot” of data, leaving out the rest of the picture. Only Decision Center utilizes Dynamic Library Intelligence™, which examines comprehensive data and your preferences through time, to make automated recommendations never before available to library staff. What counts for today’s libraries? Achieving the best possible service and streamlining workflow in a challenging environment.

Decision Center makes it happen!

Decision Center radically improves collection management to match library collections with patron demand, streamline selection, improve service, and more!

Only Decision Center leverages current and complete ILS data. Other products only show a “snapshot” of data, leaving out the rest of the picture.
Decision Center also provides recommendations for budgeting, weeding, floating collections, and shelving allocation.

**Highlights**

**Public Libraries**
- Increase collection usage at the lowest cost possible
- Manage floating collections effectively

**Academic Libraries**
- Manage deselection projects efficiently
- Simplify collection statistics reporting

To find out more of why Decision Center is the most sophisticated and powerful collection management tool on the market email info@iii.com.

For detailed pricing and packaging information:

email: info@iii.com
call: 510.655.6200
on the web: iii.com

Discover more at:

iii.com
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